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Abstract

Recently, predictive analytic contributes very well for reliable electric power
supply. It provides advanced techniques to process, interpret and analyze big
energy data and make it more valuable. In this paper, we have presented a
benchmark of the most used forecasting models in predicting electrical energy
consumption for educational institutions. This study is based on a real use case,
implemented using Big Data eco-system based on SMACK architecture. The
proposed system analyzes six years of data sets that highly impact National
School of Applied Sciences of El Jadida-Morocco energy consumption including
planning data (courses, activities, holiday etc) and meteorological data
(temperature, pressure,humidity etc). The aim of this benchmark is to evaluate
the prediction performance of each forecasting model in order to choose the
accurate one to predict electricity consumption in educational institutions.

Keywords: Big data; Machine learning; SMACK architecture; Spark; Smart grid;
Electrical consumption forecasting

Introduction

In the last years, electrical consumption has exponentially increased in many sec-

tors due to the new behavior and policies adopted by energy users. Buildings sector

which includes residential and commercial structures has known a peak demand

that causes a great number of challenges related to energy management. In the

same approach, Morocco electrical consumption has increased by 2.4% in the sec-

ond quarter of 2019 compared to the previous year, and between 2002 to 2016

Morocco saw an annual average growth of 5.4%. Many sectors contribute at this

high electricity consumption, but the building sector shows the highest growth.

Universities are among domestic institutions with high electrical usage of the total

amount of the entire institutions in building sector. Especially, in last year with the

new practices, advanced experiences and researches, as well as the increase of the

number of students and faculties. In order to support this extraordinary demands,

energy supplies try to manage their resources, re-dimension the grid and control

energy supply and demand. Recently, utility companies adopt a new strategy based

on real time and predictive analytic to improve customer satisfaction, increase their

system reliability and use efficiently renewable energy. This technique guarantees

height efficiency and accuracy by taking precaution from extreme events based on

critical measures that can affect energy uses [1]. In general, forecasting is used in

several domains for many purpose, each use has his own horizon and granularity

depending on the nature of data and the desired results. Forecasting use high degree

of probability and statistical techniques to predict future and unknown events, so
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it relays on modeling, machine learning and data mining that analyze current and

historical facts [2].

The aim of machine learning concept is automate and mechanize the acquisition of

knowledge from experience. Furthermore, machine learning improves performance

of computational methods and algorithms. Thus, machine learning is hardly linked

to the data-driven model which finds relationships between the state variables of the

system without using physical behavior of the system. Machine learning uses some

approaches to select and extract features from input data sets to train data-driven

models including: supervised, unsupervised, reinforcement and transfer learning.

Data-driven methods always seeks to identify the relationship between inputs and

outputs by applying data mining techniques, statistical analyses and machine learn-

ing algorithms. This process goes through three stages: training to run training data

sets and produce results, validation to run evaluation data sets that are different

from the training data set to provide an impartial assessment of the implemented al-

gorithm and finally the testing step to evaluate the forecasting model performances

using accuracy metrics [3, 4]. In general, to apply both machine learning and data-

driven models to a problem, certain steps must be followed, starting by defining

objectives then collect, explore, process and visualize data and finally, run, evaluate

and compare performance of the model.

In this paper, we present a real use case to predict electrical energy consump-

tion for educational institutions. This study analyzes six years of NSASE (National

School of Applied Sciences of El Jadida) data from 2014 to 2019, using five fore-

casting models to evaluate the prediction performance of each model and choose

the accurate one. The solution is a Big Data eco-system based on SMACK(Spark,

Mesos, Akka, Cassandra, Kafka) architecture and it collects data with high impact

on NSASE energy consumption including planning data (courses, activities, holi-

day etc) and meteorological data (temperature, pressure,humidity etc). The rest of

the paper is organized as follows: first section is reserved for background, the next

section for proposed methodology, section for presents results and discussion and

conclusion is the section five.

BACKGROUND

In general, machine learning system flow specific steps as Fig.1 describes. So, this

section describes these important axes for an efficient and performing forecasting

system.

Figure 1 Machine learning workflow

Data Selection and preparation

To improve prediction accuracy, the system must collect all relevant data with high

impact on school building energy consumption. Electrical consumption monitoring

in building can be less accurate, if it does not include all factors that hardly affect the

energy use. Thus, focusing on the most relevant information and eliminate irrelevant

ones is a central step in forecasting problems. For concreteness, we reviewed some

studies worked on forecasting electrical consumption for education institutions to
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highlight the more relevant data to collect in this context. Tab.1 summarizes for each

study the data used to forecast electrical consumption. In general, the most of these

studies use temperature, humidity and wind speed to represent meteorological data.

But a few works use the occupancy data for there building electrical forecasting,

and even those studies which use it they don’t detailed enough.

Table 1 Identification of relevant data of reviewed research papers

[5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]
Temperature x x x x x x
Irradiation x x
Humidity x x x
Wind speed x x x
Electricity usage x x x x x x x
Building type x
Day of the week x x x
Day of the year x
Hour of the day x
Event day x
Event type x

As a result, many studies have highlighted the significance of occupancy and

weather data in electricity consumption prediction. However, most of these works

either do not integrate these two main data types or do not use detailed occupancy

data. This work explores the use of both occupancy and meteorological data, the

study gives a daily occupancy more detailed than others works, which will ensure

the accuracy and the quality of predictions. The proposed solution use in addition

to electrical consumption:

• occupancy data : presents time data, which are strongly linked to daily oc-

cupancy and schedule data based on holidays, school year, semester period and

even weekends. In fact, the occupancy behaviors and activities affect hardly

the energy consumption patterns. The NSASE has a relational database in

which are stored all planning and schedule data for different semesters over

the year. These data sources will enhance the quality of prediction results.

• Meteorological data: presents many factors, which must be taken into con-

sideration because it affects strongly occupancy behavior and materials con-

sumption. Temperature, humidity, wind speed and pressure are all main fac-

tors that should be selected as input data to implement our forecasting model.

These data can be collected from several devices such as sensors, weather data

and also meteorological station data.

Model Selection and training

In the last decade, forecasting techniques for electrical consumption become an ac-

tive research area. These techniques contribute very well for reliable electric power

supply, provides advanced techniques to process, interpret and analyze big energy

data and make it more benefit and valuable. Furthermore, forecasting electrical

consumption guarantees height efficiency and accuracy by taking precaution from

extreme events based on critical measures that can affect energy uses [1]. A great

number of research studies have discuss various aspects of electrical energy predic-

tion to identify the suitable granularity and the accurate models. In general, energy

forecasting models can be classified into three categories [3, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]:
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• White-box models: is a technique based on detailed physical information,

it uses known and conventional knowledge like physics equations to describe

cases.

• Black-box models: is a technique based on historical data, it uses data

mining techniques, statistical analyses and machine learning algorithms to

get the relation between the input and the future outputs values.

• Grey-box models: is a technique based on the combination of both white-

box and black-box models, by improving single data-driven techniques with

optimization methods, or the combining several machine learning algorithms.

According to Runge et al. [17] study, in energy consumption forecasting 84% of

research use Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models applied with black-box-based

models, followed by white-box with 12% and finally grey-box models with 4%. Thus,

for this work, we will focus on black-box models, in order to describe this forecasting

process, its concept as well as the benchmark of the models that offer.

The work of Bourdeau et al.[18] presents a review on data-driven building energy

modeling techniques. They introduce the most prevalent techniques and to further

provide an up-to-date overview of recent studies and advancements in building

energy consumption modeling and forecast studies. According to Bourdeau et al.

works, the number of reviewed research papers from 2007 to 2019 for supervised

machine learning for building energy consumption modeling and forecast show that

ANN is the most studied, then in second place the Support Vector Machine (SVM)

and in the third place the regression models. Wei et al. [19] also review the prevailing

data-driven approaches used in building energy analysis. Wei et al. review many

methods for prediction building energy including artificial neural networks, support

vector machines, statistical regression, Decision Tree (DT) and genetic algorithm.

they conclude that ANN, SVM and regression techniques are the most used in these

cases. In the same context, Amasyali et al. [20] make an overview for the most used

algorithms for energy consumption in buildings. They conclude that an overall of

47% of the energy consumption prediction models utilized ANN as machine learning

algorithms, while 25% used SVM, 4% DTs and 24% other statistical models.

Some studies implements their own systems and run many algorithms on them to

find the more appropriate model in the case of electrical consumption forecasting

in the buildings. Grolinger et al.[6] explore many prediction intervals for electri-

cal consumption in the context of event-organizing venues including daily, hourly,

and 15-min. Grolinger et al. compare forecasting results accuracy for two machine-

learning approaches, ANN and SVM. They achieved high consumption prediction

accuracy with daily data better than hourly or 15-min readings, and using the ANN

model instead of the SVM model. The work of Amberet al. [21] also interested on

daily forecasting electricity consumption of building. Amberet al. compare predic-

tion capabilities of five different intelligent system techniques including Multiple

Regression (MR), Genetic Programming (GP), ANN, Deep Neural Network (DNN)

and SVM. Similarly to Grolinger et al., Amberet al. results demonstrate that ANN

performs better than all other four techniques. Kim et al. [22] study compares build-

ing electric energy prediction approaches that use a traditional statistical method

(linear regression) and ANN algorithms. Kim et al. results illustrate that the ANN

modeling was more accurate and stable than the linear regression method. As a
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result, the majority of studies find that ANN are the primary models employed to

evaluate and predict energy consumption [6, 21, 23, 24, 25].

ANN offers great number of models, but according to Runge et al. [17] study most

research use Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP). Runge et al. review shows that 61% of

the ANN models works use MLP with a large portion using a two hidden layer. The

result of the analysis showed that MLP is followed by radial basis neural networks,

non-linear autoregression neural network, general regression neural network, and

Nonlinear Autoregressive Network with Exogenous Inputs Neural Network with

2–7% each. MLP is regression artificial neural network that have widely used in the

building sector for supervised learning using ANN. Chammas et al. [26] propose a

system based on MLP to predict energy consumption of a building. They compare

their system against four other algorithms, namely: Linear Regression (LR), SVM,

Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) and Random Forest (RF). Chammas et al.

achieve that MLP is the best system configuration energy consumption forecasting

in a building. Wahid et al. [27] find also that MLP is the best model to predict

electrical consumption in building. Wahid et al. study compare MLP and RF, and

their results show that MLP achieved 95.00% accurate result, whereas the accuracy

observed by RF was only 90.83%.

All of these works listed above like this article compare the efficiency of ANN to

other machine learning models in the case of building power consumption forecast-

ing. However, our work compares MLP to a large number of models that are the

most used in this field of research. Thus, this research will give more precision on

the performance of the MLP.

Model Testing and Validation

Accuracy metrics help to validate forecasting performances of data-driven algo-

rithms. In fact, validation step is used in order to verify the quality of the model,

error metrics are used to measure the difference between values predicted and the

values actually observed. Bourdeau et al.[18] propose a overview study of the most

used metrics based on reviewing many studies. They find that the root mean square

error (RMSE), the coefficient of variation of RMSE (CV-RMSE) and the mean av-

erage error (MAE) assessed in 47%, 38% and 36% respectively. On the other hand,

the coefficient of determination (R2 ), the Mean Square Error (MSE), the Mean

Relative Error (MRE), the Mean Bias Error (MBE) and the Normalized Mean Bias

Error (NMBE) are used only for 27%, 16%, 9%, 2% and 4% respectively. Zhang et

al.[28] study shows that CV-RMSE must be the first performance measure to be se-

lected followed by other metrics. Zhang et al. consider CV-RMSE is more important

metric followed by RMSE, but if these two values were unavailable, then MAPE was

selected. If MAPE was unavailable, then R2 was selected. If R2 was unavailable,

then the most relevant error method presented was selected and indicated as others.

However, this order is not usually respected, Runge et al. [17] have done a review

of the most used error metrics, and they find that MAPE is predominately (38%)

used as the main performance measure within forecasting papers, with CV-RMSE

and R2 accounting for 17–20% of the performance metrics applied. The use of many

metrics is essential to know the models performance because applying one or two

metrics may give satisfying results when evaluated against other metrics can give
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poor results. Most of the times studies do not use enough metrics to evaluate their

models, however it is crucial to measure the performance of the model using large

error metrics. In our work, we will cover different types of evaluation metrics to

evaluate deeply the model performance. Tab2 describes all the metrics that we will

use in our study:

Table 2 error metrics description

Metric Description
RMSE [29] It presents the concentration of data around the line of the best fit. Root Mean

Squared Error is usually used in regression analysis for numerical predictions be-
cause it’s a good good measure of accuracy in the case of comparing prediction
errors of different models or model configurations for a particular variable.

MAE [30] It’s usually used with regression models, this model evaluation metric describes
the average of the absolute values of all differences between the forecast and the
real values expressing the same phenomenon.

R2 [31] It’s also known as the coefficient of determination, it’s a statistical measure that
shows how close are the data to the fitted regression line. It indicates the per-
centage of the variance in the dependent variable that the independent variables
explain collectively. R-squared measures is a percentage value between 0 – 100%
scale. In general, the higher the R-squared, the better the model fits the data.

MSE [32] It’s usually used with regression models, this model evaluation metric presents the
mean of the squared prediction errors over all instances in the test set. In fact, it
describes the difference between the real and the predicted results for an instance.
Mean Squared Error presents how the predicted results are close to to real set of
points. In general, The smaller value of this metric is the more accurate.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Use Case Description

The purpose of this use case is to explore data analytic technologies to predict

electrical consumption of NSASE. The aim of NSASE is to become a green school

using a private smart grid powered by green energy that will cover 40% of its

electrical need using private smart grid that implement photo voltaic panels. This

system has some challenges in term of surplus production management, because

NSASE can’t inject the surplus on the Moroccan electrical infrastructure or store

it using storage devices which are expensive or limited. As a result, the unavoidable

solution is maintain the balance between electrical production and consumption.

The proposed solution implements Big Data SMACK architecture, it collects and

analyses all relevant data with high impact on NSASE energy consumption such

as planning and meteorological data, the historical data used in this case study

presents monthly meteorological and planning data of NSASE from 2014 to 2019.

The proposed solution is implemented using SMACK (Spark, Mesos, Akka, Cas-

sandra, Kafka) Big Data architecture, the use of SMACK is not done randomly but

after a deep benchmark between the more used Big Data architectures [33]. SMACK

architecture takes advantages of the most architectures(Lambda and AKKA), be-

cause it guarantees data quality and high performance by balancing throughput

and latency [34]. SMACK architecture is composed by four layers each layer use a

specific tool to handle data [35]. Our cluster is contains tree nodes, the master node

for resource management, scheduling Spark applications and data ingestion. This

node deploys Mesos master and Kafka broker. Furthermore, two additional nodes

as slaves deploy Mesos slaves, Cassandra for data persistence and Spark executors.

All these machines have the same configuration: Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS as operating

system, 8 cores in CPU, 8 Go in RAM and 1T of storage capacity.
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Data sets Description

The used data set contains 10 different variables, meteorological information (tem-

perature, humidity, pressure), electrical energy consumption, and academics Sched-

ule data(Date,level,course type, course duration, staff, building type). It was col-

lected from several sources, Tab.3 summarizes the data flows sources and destination

with the description of the flow content. The data was recorded every month for 5

years from 2014 to 2019 and it was split into 80% for training and 20% for testing.

So, for prediction we have an historical data of 5 years that contains the monthly

consumed energy, occupancy and meteorological data.

Table 3 Data Flows Description

Data Type Flow Content Source Direction
Timestamp
Temperature

Weather Data Humidity Sensors Kafka Topic
Pressure

Electrical Timestamp Meters Kafka Topic
consumption Electrical usage

Timestamp
Building type

Academic Course type MySQL
schedule Course duration Database Kafka Topic

Level
Staff

Prediction

The proposed solution is based on Spark ML lib and streaming module. Spark

ML lib library offers the most known machine learning and statistical algorithms

and make it easy to use [36]. Spark ML lib module provides both classification and

regression models, in our case the problem nature is regression, so we typically select

models looking at this type of problems. The solution runs five machine learning

models including DT, RF, GBT , SVM and MLP. We run models, we calculate

error metrics to specify the optimal model. We store the accurate model to apply it

on the streaming data using Spark Streaming module. All these steps are developed

using Scala, which is an object-oriented and functional programming language. Our

experiment is divided to two main steps:

• Features: the system has three data sources, i) structured data including oc-

cupancy data, ii) the semi-structured data coming from weather data in JSON

format and the iii) unstructured data for electrical consumption coming from

sensors and smart meters installed in NSASE in text format. the selection of

these data is based on the reviewed papers, but to be more accurate, mod-

els were tested on several scenarios by using all the features or by omitting

some of them. The experiment defines three scenarios that all use electrical

consumption data in addition to other features depending on the scenario: i)

prediction using all data sets ii) prediction using occupancy data only and ii)

prediction using meteorological data only.

• Classifiers: to solve our prediction problem, the use of the right category of

machine learning models will impact hardly the results. In our case, we select

regression models because we deal with a regression problem. According to

many approaches existing in literature for electrical consumption prediction
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Table 4 Models parameters

Parameter Value
DT

Strategy vairance
FeatureSubsetStrategy auto
NumTrees 20
Seed 12345

RF
Strategy vairance
FeatureSubsetStrategy auto
NumTrees 20
Seed 12345

SVR
Epsilon 0.1
Kernel rbf
C 0.1

MLP
Layers 6/3/1
Convergence tolerance 1E-5
Block size 128
Seed 12345L
Maximum number of iterations 200

GBT
Num iteration 10

study, we choose the most used algorithms in the field to do our comparison:

DT, RF, GBT, MLP and Support Vector Regression (SVR); SVR uses the

same principle as SVM, but for regression problems.To run these machine

learning algorithms, extracting and transforming features is also needed be-

cause Spark ML Lib is waiting for data in two columns: Features and Labels.

Features is an array of data points of all the features to be used for prediction

and Labels contain the output label for each data point. In our case features

are: Date, temperature, humidity, pressure and schedule list that contains

course type ,course duration,level, staff,building type. and there is one output

label is the electrical consumption.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 5 Electrical prediction results

RMSE MAE R2 MSE
Prediction results with all features

DT 2180 2684 0.38 4753747
RF 2151 1819 0.4 4626617
GBT 2502 1856 0.59 2120327
SVR 733 876 0.63 829997
MLP 538 436 0.94 289997

Prediction results without schedule data
DT 2352 2078 0.28 5530597
RF 2322 1019 0.32 5030597
GBT 3502 2792 0.44 4527419
SVR 2234 2684 0.56 922397
MLP 2089 1819 0.79 789907

Prediction results without meteorological data
DT 2301 1219 0.35 4830597
RF 2251 1619 0.49 4627817
GBT 4732 3559 0.52 2239962
SVR 2134 2584 0.52 956397
MLP 624 919 0.83 389907

This section describes the results of applying machine-learning algorithms in col-

lected data, the analysis procedure that was used and the discussion of the results.
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Before fitting the model on the training data, the first step is to set up the model

parameters to determine how it will make predictions,Tab. describes the parameters

used for each model, then we will fit the model on the training data.

Our experiment run these models : DT, RF , SVM and MLP on all features

(electrical consumption history, weather and schedule) and we compare all models

results to find the accurate one. In order to verify the quality of the models, Spark

Mlib evaluation library will be used to measure the difference between the predicted

values and the values actually observed. Fig. 2 shows that MLP presents better

predictions with considerably better error rate as Tab. 5 describes.

In addition to that, we prepare three scenarios to validate features using MLP:

i) prediction using all data sets (electrical consumption history, weather and sched-

ule) ii) prediction using occupancy data and electrical consumption history and ii)

prediction using meteorological data and electrical consumption history. The im-

portance of this result is that we omitted the most important feature used by the

system and run each type of features using MLP. Our best system configuration is

using all data sets(electrical consumption history, weather and schedule data), in

which we used three kind of data : i) structured data including occupancy data,

ii) the semi-structured data coming from weather data in JSON format and the

iii) unstructured data for electrical consumption coming from sensors and smart

meters, for each model. We also tried other models without some features, and all

models showed poor results with a very high difference between reel and predicted

electrical consumption. 5 shows prediction results for each scenario using all mod-

els.As a result, we conclude that the use of schedule and academic data is crucial

to have an accurate prediction in this kind of systems.

Figure 2 Prediction results of all models with all features

Figure 3 MLP prediction results with all features scenarios

According the error metrics results in Tab 5, we can conclude that the best model

is MLP, it was able to predict with an accuracy R2 of 94,1% when using all the

features, and it showed better error rate for other scenarios.

The results presented by DT are not good, it presents only a RMSE of 2180 and

this makes sense due to many factors that make our data non-linear. First of all,

the number of students is increased because the NSASE has allowed new courses

of study, moreover, the NSASE had construction works in 2014 and 2017 which

directly impacts the consumption of electricity due to the use of electric machines.

In fact, DT model is optimal in regression problems if the target variable is inside

the range of values that it has seen in the train data set. In our case, the range of

values is not very constant due to many factors listed before. random forest (RF)

presents a RMSE of 2151 despite of the fact that this model is an improvement of

DT algorithm, in our case we have just improve with 1,651% in the R2 coefficient

which not enough to make it an optimal model. SVR shows a RMSE of 733 which

is better than previous models but it still not optimal for this case. Compared
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to the previous models MLP shows good accuracy, according to a RMSE of 538,

Regression Artificial Neural Network indicates a good match between the observed

and predicted data.

MLP as a regression artificial neural network model is more accurate with large

quantity of data and using the optimal parameters. At this experiment for all sce-

narios tested, there isn’t high volume of data sets, but this quantity will increase

exponentially and data quality will be high in next years, so the application behavior

on larger data sets will be more accurate.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a Big Data solution to predict electrical consump-

tion in an engineering school. The system collects meteorological data including

humidity, temperature and pressure, and occupancy data including course dura-

tion, course type, level, Staff and building type( educational, administrative). To

be more accurate, we define three scenarios to choose the optimal features to use:

i) prediction using all data sets(electrical consumption history, weather and Occu-

pancy) ii) prediction using occupancy data and electrical consumption history and

ii) prediction using meteorological data and electrical consumption history. The

experiments results show that the system have best error rate using all features.

The experiments show that the use of all features (electrical consumption history,

occupancy and weather) with MLP presents 94,1% of all the variability of the

response data. SVR in the second place with 63% then RF model is the third

in the ranking with 40% of data accuracy, then DT with 38,27%. To conclude,

experimental results on different features using Spark applications demonstrated

that MLP is the best model in our scenario, contrary to other models which are so

far from expectations.

List of abbreviations

Table 6 List of abbreviation

Abbreviation Value
SMACK Spark Mesos AKKA Cassandra Kafka
NSASE National School of Applied Sciences of El Jadida
ANN Artificial Neural Network
SVM Support Vector Machine
DT Decision Tree
MR Multiple Regression
GP Genetic Programming
DNN Deep Neural Network
MLP Multi Layer Perceptron
LR Linear Regression
GBM Gradient Boosting Machine
RF Random Forest
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
CV-RMSE Coefficient of Variation of RMSE
MAE Mean Average Error
R2 Coefficient of Determination
MSE Mean Square Error
MRE Mean Relative Error
MBE Mean Bias Error
NMBE Normalized Mean Bias Error
SVR Support Vector Regression
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Machine learning workflow

Figure 2

Prediction results of all models with all features

Figure 3



MLP prediction results with all features scenarios


